GARAGE-GEAR VIDEO SCRIPT
(Note: visuals in script are shown just for reference, copied from the web.)

Visuals and Graphic Effects
OPENING TITLE:

Voiceover and Sound
BEGIN MUSIC (Gothic organ type music)

Warning: This video contains
graphically explicit images.
.
VISUAL OF A MESSY GARAGE.

ANNCR VOICEOVER (in a dramatic tone):
Does your garage look like this?

VISUAL OF A MESSIER GARAGE.

Or this…

VISUAL OF A VERY MESSY GARAGE.

Or even this?
SFX: WOMAN SCREAMING

DISSOLVE TO SPOKESPERSON ON CAMERA,
EITHER PROFFESSIONAL TALENT OR SOMEONE
FROM GARAGE-GEAR.

BEGIN LIGHTER MUSIC UNDERNEATH AND
CONTINUING THROUGHOUT VIDEO.
ANNCR (Now in a friendlier tone)
Relax. It's NOT your fault. Clutter happens. Even to
the neatest among us. No matter how good your

intentions…no matter how organized you try to be…
clutter can eventually overwhelm you. Unless you
know the secret to preventing it…the secret to
organizing your garage and storing things in the most
efficient way…and most importantly, the secret to
keeping it that way.

POINTS FINGER AT CAMERA AS HE SAYS
"RIGHT NOW" .

Secrets we're going to reveal to you…right now.

VISUAL: A VERY CLUTTERED GARAGE THAT
USES UP ALL THE SPACE. PAN SLOWLY
AROUND THE MESS.

First, how the heck do you prevent your garage from
getting like this? I mean, this is supposed to be a
house for your car. (SFX: THUNDER AND RAIN) So
you don't get drenched when it rains.

CLOSEUPS OF PILES OF CLUTTER.

And what about a place to neatly store your tools,
lawn equipment and other stuff? Good luck finding
anything here. (OFF-CAMERA KID'S VOICE: Hey
Mom, where are my soccer cleats?)

CLOSEUP OF HOPELESSLY CLUTTERED
COUNTER SPACE. PAN.

And remember that nice work space you carved out
for yourself? What happened? Very simply, the
inevitable accumulation of clutter.

BACK ON ANNOUNCER.

Frustrating, yes. Hopeless? Not by a long shot.
Believe it or not, your garage can serve these three
basic functions—car shelter, storage space and work
area. All at the same time. Skeptical?

SHOT OF GARAGE WITH GARAGE-GEAR
CABINETS, A WORKBENCH AND A CAR—ALL
NICELY ACCOMMODATED.

Take a look at this. This could be your garage. A

PILES OF CLUTTER IN GARAGE. PAN.

Secret number one: First, you have to take stock of

place for everything. And everything in its place.
Forever and always. Here's how to achieve it.

what you've got in your garage so you can find the
right solutions for storing it. So make a list.

SHOTS OF BIKES, WHEELBARROW, YARD
TOOLS AND OTHER LARGE OBJECTS.

Especially note the large and irregular-shaped

SHOT OF NAILS, SCREWS AND SMALL TOOLS
MIXED TOGETHER IN A MESSY PILE.

And don't forget those smaller, loose items that need

SHOT OF GARAGE SALE DISPLAYING TOYS,
TOOLS AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.

Here's a tip: Throw away, give away or sell anything

objects that are always in the way…

to be organized and stored for easy access.

you no longer need. Be honest. If you're not going to
use it, lose it.

SHOT OF WOMAN WITH PAD
AND PENCIL.

BACK TO ANNOUNCER.

Okay. You've got your list.

Now comes the tricky part—figuring out where to put
all this stuff. Here's secret number two.

SHOTS OF GENERIC SHELVES, RACKS AND
CONTAINERS OVERFLOWING OR BARELY
STORING ITEMS WHICH DON'T EASILY FIT.

Buying generic shelves and containers at your big
box home store is NOT the answer. Why? Because
well-intentioned as it is, these are general purpose
units. Many things don't fit well on them…or in them.
Worse, they don't provide a dedicated place each
item can call its own, where everyone knows it goes.
So while you may temporarily clear some things out
of the way, that awful clutter is doomed to return.

SEVERAL SHOTS OF GARAGE-GEAR CABINETS
AND WORKBENCHES.

Which brings us to secret number three. Redline
Garage-Gear. Most companies offer just a few
different-sized garage cabinets. We offer over 400!

MORE SHOTS, WITH SOME SHOWING HOW
SPECIFIC ITEMS SUCH AS BIKES AND DRILL
PRESSES ARE STORED, INCLUDING STORAGE
WALLS, STORAGE LIFTS, AND OVERHEAD
RACKS AND SHELVES.

Yes, four hundred. A specific place for virtually every
item you can think of…even big, clunky, difficult to
store things like bicycles, drill presses, wheelbarrows,
or whatever else is cluttering up your garage.

SHOW INSIDE A DRAWER OR CABINET WITH
NAILS, SCREWS, NUTS, BOLTS, SMALL TOOLS,
ETC. ALL TIDILY ORGANIZED.

Our systems organize the small things, too. So you

FULL SHOT OF CLEAN GARAGE WITH CABINETS
AND CLEAR WORK AREA.

The beauty is, having a designated place for each

can have them all within reach—right where you'll
know they'll be. How convenient is that?

item makes it a lot more likely things will be put back
where they belong. Leaving you with ample space
and clean work surfaces. Our solutions are
permanent solutions.

CLOSEUPS OF CABINETS.

Especially since our cabinets are maintenance-free,
made of the highest quality materials to withstand
extreme climate conditions, and backed by a lifetime
guarantee.

VISUAL OF COLOR SELECTION

You'll love our selection of decorator colors, too.

BACK TO ANNOUNCER.

Now, you're probably wondering, with all those styles
and sizes how do I figure out which ones to get?
Easy. Remember that list you made? Use the form
below to find your nearest Garage-Gear dealer…and
tell them what you need to store.

SHOTS OF VARIOUS GARAGE-GEAR STORAGE
CONFIGURATIONS.

They'll be happy to design the perfect system to

SUPER: LOGO

Your garage provides some of the most useful and

accommodate your belongings.

productive space in your home. Make the most of it!
Contact your Redline Garage-Gear dealer today.

FADE TO BLACK.

END MUSIC.

Email #1 – With Link to Video

(Subject box)
Re: your garage

(Email body)

Why Your Messy Garage Is Not Your Fault.
Three Secrets to Getting Organized at Last.
Your garden shears are hopelessly buried under a mountain of clutter.
You had to give up golf because you can't get to your clubs. And your car
has been homeless for three years. Sound like your garage? Or
something akin to it? It's quite common for clutter to devour a garage. In
fact, the odds are decidedly against your keeping it organized.
Despair not. In this eye-opening video, we'll show you how to turn all that
around. You'll learn the secrets to reclaiming your garage, keeping
everything in its proper place (including your car), and preventing clutter
from ever gaining a foohold again. Wouldn't that be nice! Please watch.

CLICK HERE TO CONQUER THE CLUTTER
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